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Are the Days of After School Snacks Gone? 

No, According to One Self-Proclaimed Microwave Mug Cake Fan 

 

There was a time when lucky kids would come home from school to find their mothers taking freshly-

baked cookies out of the oven. Those mothers are working now, and they're just too tired afterwards 

to get all of their baking gear together, take cookie sheets in and out of the oven, and then clean up a 

mess in the kitchen. They're also watching calories, and they don't want dozens of baked goods lying 

around for days at a time to tempt them into eating way more than they should.  

 

But just because moms aren't baking very many cookies these days that doesn't mean kids have to 

give up on after-school snacks (or spend their pocket money buying those snacks at the supermarket 

or doughnut shop). It just means that parents have to be a bit more creative to come up with easy and 

quick to prepare treats -- or in teaching their kids to create snacks for themselves.  

 

Microwave mug cakes, therefore, are poised to replace cookies as the favored quick snack for kids 

and their parents. With a few simple ingredients, a microwave-safe mug and dish, and a potholder, 

kids and parents can create single-serving snacks to suit every mood and every taste in ten minutes 

or less. 
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"You can finish a microwave mug cake in one sitting. There won't be any leftovers to nibble at all 

week long. With a microwave mug cake, you bake it, and you eat it, and that's that. Cleanup takes 

only about 60 seconds, if you're seriously dawdling," promises Stacey Miller, author of 101 Recipes 

for Microwave Mug Cakes: Single-Serving Snacks in Less Than 10 Minutes (BPT Press, October 

2009).  

 

101 Recipes for Microwave Mug Cakes builds on an ingenious recipe for a chocolate mug cake that 

Stacey, who is a book publicist by day, saw -- over and over again -- on the Internet. "Every time I 

turned around, someone I knew was emailing me the recipe for this particular snack. Apparently, the 

recipe had 'gone viral.' Then, one day, an old college buddy posted a link to the recipe on his 

Facebook page, and that pushed me over the edge. I had to try it, then and there ... and I loved it!"  

 

Stacey hoped to find additional mug cake recipes online, but for once, Google came up dry. The 

chocolate mug cake seemed to be the beginning and end of the online mug cake offerings. Stacey 

found that unacceptable, so in her spare time, she set about transforming all of her favorite cake and 

muffin recipes -- including blueberry muffins, carrot cake, cheesecake, and applesauce cake -- into 

microwave mug cake recipes. "At first, I wasn't sure that I could do it," Stacey admits. "Then I thought 

about how many mug cake fans were counting on me, and I knew I had to do it." 

 

So, now that Stacey has 101 microwave mug cake recipes, does that mean she sits around all day 

long and eats them? "No, I actually find that one microwave mug cake goes a long way. If I indulge 

my sweet tooth a couple of times a month, that's a lot for me. That's what I liked so much about the 

mug cake concept initially: you end with only one portion, and no diet is so rigid that it doesn't let you 

indulge in a single snack once in awhile. You don't have to feel guilty for indulging yourself in a 

microwave mug cake. You only have to feel bad about denying yourself the pleasure of a treat -- and 

then eating an entire box of doughnuts, or the whole frozen dessert. Microwave mug cakes provide 

built-in damage control. They let you keep it simple, and they let you enjoy yourself. How can you 

beat that?" 

 

101 Recipes for Microwave Mug Cakes: 
Single-Serving Snacks in Less Than 10 Minutes 
By Stacey J. Miller 
BPT Press 
October 2009 
978-0-9842285-0-8  
www.microwavemugcakes.com 
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Author Bio 

Stacey J. Miller 

 

 

Stacey J. Miller learned at a very young age that, on days when nothing else goes right, she can 

always make herself feel better by cooking an easy meal or baking a quick dessert. When she's not in 

the kitchen, she's indulging in her day job. A book promotion specialist, Stacey founded S. J. Miller 

Communications nearly 20 years ago. She is based in Randolph, Massachusetts, and she is a mom 

to the two best cats on the planet -- both of whom are content with their own food and have never 

even tried a microwave mug cake. 



 

Suggested Interview Questions 

 

1. What's a microwave mug cake? 

2. How did you stumble across the concept? 

3. Given the fact that there was already a recipe for a chocolate mug cake circulating widely on 

the Internet, why did you feel the world needed 101 recipes for chocolate mug cakes? 

4. Why do people find microwave mug cakes so appealing? 

5. Why is it better to bake a microwave mug cake than, say, go to the doughnut shop? 

6. If you're going to go to the trouble to bake, then why not make enough for the entire family, 

your neighbors, or your coworkers? 

7. Since almost everyone is dieting and becoming conscious of nutrition, why did you think the 

world needed recipes for sugary, calorie-rich treats right now? 

8. Since you use a microwave oven to make microwave mug cakes, should we expect the 

unexpected -- such as exploding batter or a stuck-on mess inside the mug? 

9. What are some of the more unusual ingredients in your microwave mug cake recipes, and 

where did you get the inspiration for incorporating them into your recipes? 

10. What are some of your more popular microwave mug cake recipes, and what is your personal 

favorite microwave mug cake recipe? 


